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SOUTH AFRICA ECONOMIC REVIEW 

 Total vehicle sales fell in May by -3.2% year-on-year following a similar decline of -3.3% in 

April and worse than the consensus forecast for 0.2% growth. Although total vehicle sales 

increased 7.6% month-on-month this was due to the larger number of trading days 

compared to the previous month. The outlook for domestic vehicle sales remains uncertain 

due to weak consumer and business confidence. Passenger vehicle sales fell -5.4% on the 

year and commercial vehicle sales were also lackluster rising by just 1.2%. Vehicle exports 

offered a bright spot, rising in May by 114.2% on the year due to the base effect of low 

comparative figures.  

 GDP growth slowed markedly from 4.1% quarter-on-quarter annualized in the fourth quarter 

(Q4) last year to just 1.3% in Q1 below the 1.6% consensus forecast. The culprits are 

manufacturing which contracted -2.4% annualized and agriculture which shrank by a 

surprisingly large -16.6%. The mining sector continued to recover providing some relief with 

growth of 10.2% and the “finance, real estate and business services” sector also grew a 

robust 3.8% on the quarter. While GDP growth is likely to recover slightly over the 

remainder of the year to around 2-2.5% for 2015 as a whole, the risk remains of further 

downward surprises amid power shortages, and weak consumer and investment confidence.  

 The unemployment rate increased from 24.3% in the fourth quarter (Q4) last year to 26.4% 

in Q1 substantially above the 24.8% consensus forecast. While total payrolls increased 

during the quarter by 140,000 this was no match for the 766,000 increase in the labour 

force over the same period. However, the deterioration in unemployment is probably 

exaggerated by the shift in sampling from the 2001 Census to the 2011 Census. The increase 

in the labour force seems unnaturally large.  

 The Kagiso manufacturing purchasing managers’ index increased sharply from 45.4 in April 

to 50.8 in May back above the expansionary 50 level for the first time since January and 

substantially above the 46.7 consensus forecast. Encouragingly the gain is attributed to the 

forward-looking new sales orders index which increased strongly from 42.3 to 52.2. The 

business activity index also gained strongly from 40.6 to 49.6. However, inflationary 

pressures were apparent with the input prices sub-index rising for a third straight month 

from 69.0 to 73.2 in response to rising global commodity prices. Meanwhile, the 

employment sub-index remained weak at 45.2 in sub-50 contractionary territory for a 

fourteenth straight month.  



 

 

 Producer price inflation (PPI) unexpectedly decelerated from 3.1% year-on-year in March to 

3.0% in April below the consensus forecast increase to 3.4%. On a month-on-month basis PPI 

registered 0.9% also well below the 1.3% consensus forecast. The below forecast PPI 

reading is attributed to an unexpected decline in food price inflation from 6.0% on the year 

to 5.4% in spite of the drought and its effect on maize prices. However, pipeline pressures 

appear to be increasing with electricity and water prices rising 4.7% on the month, followed 

by agriculture, forestry and fishing with a 4.5% increase. PPI data could spike higher in 

coming months especially if Eskom is awarded the 22% electricity tariff increase it is 

requesting.  

 Despite weak GDP data and a lower than forecast producer price inflation reading 

expectations are growing that the SA Reserve Bank (SARB) will soon hike interest rates. The 

Forward Rate Agreement market is pricing-in a 75% probability of a 25 basis point rate hike 

at the July monetary policy meeting and an 80% probability of a further 25 basis point 

increase at the September meeting. In a speech following the release of the SARB’s annual 

bank supervision report SARB Deputy Governor Kuben Naidoo said the probability of rate 

hikes at the next few meetings is high. 

 Growth in private sector credit extension increased more than expected from 8.7% year-on-

year in March to 9.3% in April above the 8.9% consensus forecast. Growth in household 

credit extension slowed from 3.6% to 3.3% although mortgage advances growth 

strengthened slightly from 2.7% to 2.8% the highest in 14 months. However, credit growth 

to the corporate sector accelerated from 14.2% to 15.8%. The robust credit growth to 

companies seems at odds with the weak domestic business investment climate and is 

probably explained by investment into the rest of the continent.  

 The trade deficit widened from a revised deficit of –R9 million in March to a –R2.51 billion 

deficit in April although less than the –R5.5 billion consensus forecast. The relatively mild 

trade deficit was assisted by strong exports of vehicles and equipment which increased by 

41.0% year-on-year, and exports of precious and semi-precious stones which increased 

33.8%. Imports of mineral products including crude oil fell by -36.7% on the year reflecting 

the benefit of lower oil prices. The last two trade balances have shown a steady 

improvement in SA’s external accounts reducing the cumulative trade deficit for the year-

to-date to US$ 3.0 billion the lowest since 2012. The current account deficit is expected to 

benefit, likely to reduce from 5.1% of GDP in the fourth quarter (Q4) 2014 to around 4.6% in 

Q1.  

 In the Institute of Management Development (IMD) annual world competitiveness ranking SA 

dropped from 53 last year to 52, out of 61 economies. The IMD cited SA’s electricity 

infrastructure issues ranking the economy in last place on this category. In addition the IMD 



 

 

cited poor performance in terms of education and health, as well as labour regulations. The 

country’s ranking has fallen sharply since 2012 when it was placed 37.  

 Foreign investors bought R0.8 billion worth of SA bonds and R3.4 billion worth of equities in 

the past week. Foreigners bought over R3 billion worth of equities on Friday alone 

attributed to the second quarter rebalancing of the MSCI World Index. Over the month of 

May foreign investors sold R0.8 billion worth of bonds and bought R5.0 billion worth of 

equities, while for the year-to-date foreign investors bought R8.5 billion and R22.9 billion 

worth of SA bonds and equities respectively. However, data shows that non-resident 

percentage ownership of SA government bonds has dropped to its lowest level in 18 months 

indicating some loss of appetite ahead of the Fed’s expected interest rate hike.  

 

SOUTH AFRICA POLITICAL REVIEW 

 Speaking at the launch of the Transnet Hub Development acting Eskom CEO Brian Molefe 

said there would be no more load shedding over the winter season. Molefe tweeted: “No 

planned loadshedding this winter. Limited maintenance will be done during this period as 

most work was done in summer.” Molefe also announced that Unit 1 of the Koeberg Power 

Station will be returned to service this weekend following a three-month planned 

shutdown. Eskom also announced that Unit 6 at the newly built Medupi Power Station 

reached a new record output of 800 megawatts this week, providing further stability to the 

power grid.  

 

SOUTH AFRICA: THE WEEK AHEAD 

 Fitch credit rating review: Due Friday 5th June. The Fitch credit rating agency will release 

its review of SA’s credit rating. Fitch has SA on a “Negative Outlook” which raises the 

chances of a credit rating downgrade from the current BBB to BBB-. However, Fitch may 

defer any downgrade until it sees the final costing of the public sector wage bill and the 

outcome of wage talks in the gold and coal sectors. The current BBB rating is two notches 

above speculative grade.  

 Gross reserves: Due Thursday 4th June. Gross reserves are expected to decline slightly from 

$47.04 billion in April to $46.29 billion in May. 

 

GLOBAL 



 

 

 The Barclays global manufacturing confidence index was revised upwards in May from an 

initial reading of -0.57 to -0.43 signaling a possible change in direction following months of 

declines. The stronger data is attributed to upward revisions to forward-looking new orders 

data in the US and also China and the Eurozone. In the US the Institute for Supply 

Management (ISM) manufacturing index increased from 51.5 in April to 52.8 in May. In the 

Eurozone the manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) forward-looking new orders 

index increased to 52.7 the highest since April 2014. Both of China’s official PMI and HSBC/ 

Markit PMIs showed signs of stabilization with a stronger than expected gain in the new 

orders indices. In Japan the manufacturing PMI increased from 49.9 to 50.9 back above the 

expansionary 50 level.  

 

NORTH AMERICA 

 The contraction in US GDP in the first quarter (Q1) was adjusted lower from -0.2% quarter-

on-quarter annualized in the first estimate to -0.7% although less than the -0.9% consensus 

forecast. Net trade dragged growth lower by -1.9 percentage points up from the initial -1.3 

percentage point estimate, due to distortions from the West Coast port strike. The GDP 

contraction is also blamed on adverse weather conditions at the start of the year. The soft 

patch in economic activity is likely to be transitory with upcoming data expected to show a 

rebound in momentum. GDP growth is expected to rebound to around 2.5% in Q2.   

 US pending home sales increased in April by a solid 3.4% month-on-month well above the 

0.9% consensus forecast. Existing home sales were impacted during the first quarter due to 

adverse weather conditions but likely to rebound in the months ahead according to the 

buoyant April pending sales data. The home sales rebound was especially pronounced in the 

Northeast region with a gain of 10.1% on the month, followed by the Midwest with 5.0%. On 

a year-on-year basis total pending sales increased 13.4% indicating a strong performance in 

existing sales during the second quarter.  

 The University of Michigan US consumer confidence index was revised upwards from the 

initial estimate of 88.6 to a final estimate of 90.7 although still sharply lower than the 95.9 

reading in April. The current conditions index was revised upwards from 99.8 to 100.8 and 

the forward-looking expectations index from 81.5 to 84.2. According to Richard Curtin, 

chief economist for the report: “Despite the May decline, in the first five months of 2015, 

the Sentiment Index has averaged 94.6. The last year that the average level of the 

Sentiment Index was higher was in 2004, when it averaged 95.2. …Overall, the latest data 

are still consistent with a 3% annual growth rate in real personal consumption expenditures 

during 2015.” Household consumption expenditure comprises around 70% of US GDP. 



 

 

 The US Institute for Supply Management (ISM) manufacturing index climbed from 51.5 in 

April to 52.8 in May comfortably above the expansionary 50 level and beating the 52.0 

consensus forecast. The employment sub-index increased from 48.3 to 51.7 returning to 

expansionary territory. The backlog of orders index jumped from 49.5 to a six-month high 

of 53.5 and the forward-looking new orders index from 53.5 to a five-month high of 55.8 

indicating a strong likelihood of a pick-up in manufacturing activity in the months ahead. 

The latest ISM data is consistent with overall GDP growth of around 3%.  

 

CHINA 

 China’s official manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) increased slightly from 

50.1 in April to 50.2, nudging further above the key 50 level which demarcates expansion 

from contraction. The gain was driven by an improvement in the production sub-index from 

52.6 to 52.9 and in the forward-looking new orders sub-index from 50.2 to 50.6. 

Encouragingly, the new export orders index also improved from 48.1 to 48.9 signaling a 

pick-up in external market demand. The input price index gained strongly from 47.8 to 49.4 

helping to dispel fears of deflation. The PMI data is broadly encouraging offering hope of a 

stabilization in the economy. Recent policy actions including financial sector reforms, 

interest rate cuts and government-led infrastructure projects should lead to a pick-up in 

economic momentum in the second half of the year.  

 

JAPAN 

 Japanese wages increased in real terms in April by 0.1% year-on-year posting the first year-

on-year gain in 24 months. Labour cash earnings, measuring total compensation, increased 

0.9% well above the 0.3% consensus forecast. A sustained increase in real wages is key to 

ending deflation, reviving consumer expenditure and driving economic growth. Firms tend 

to resort to lower-paid part-time employees rather than full-time employees in order to 

lower total wage costs. The latest data shows the year-on-year increase in part-time 

employees decelerated from 4.6% to 2.6% the lowest in eight months, while the increase in 

full-time employees gained from 0.6% to 1.8% well above the recent high of 1.3% in August 

2014. The data is encouraging signaling the emergence of a positive trend in wage growth.  

 The Ministry of Finance first quarter (Q1) corporate survey included a large upward revision 

to private sector capital expenditure and a slight downward revision to private sector 

inventory investment. Both adjustments indicate a substantial upward revision to Q1 GDP 

growth from an initial estimate of 2.4% quarter-on-quarter annualized to around 3.4%. 



 

 

Capital investment excluding software increased in Q1 by a substantial 8.1% year-on-year 

significantly above the 2.0% consensus forecast.  

 

EUROPE 

 The most likely outcome in Greece’s debt negotiation is a government reshuffle leading to 

an exit of the more radical members of the current coalition government. This would 

enable the government to change its negotiation stance allowing for implementation of the 

reforms being asked by the creditors. Public opinion polls show that 70% of Greek people 

want to stay in the Eurozone, and that only 35% of Greeks support the government’s 

current negotiating position. Opposition parties in Greece have said they stand ready to 

support the current package of reforms being proposed by the creditor institutions.  

 Italy’s regional and municipal elections over the past weekend showed a slight decline in 

support for Prime Minister Matteo Renzi’s structural reform programme. Although Renzi’s 

Democratic Party looks set to win five out of the seven regions being contested the fallout 

appeared to come from within his party with increasing dissent among party members. 

Unless Prime Minister Renzi can find alternative support within Parliament the speed of 

reform in Italy is likely to slow especially with regard to labour laws and the education 

system.  

 

UNITED KINGDOM 

 The pound fell for a fifth straight day following the release of revised first quarter (Q1) GDP 

data. Although GDP growth remained unchanged at 0.3% quarter-on-quarter some of the 

underlying data indicates a loss of momentum. Household consumption eased further from 

0.6% in Q4 last year to 0.5% in Q1 despite the boost to disposable income from low oil 

prices and zero inflation. With the savings ratio at historically low levels there is little 

potential for consumption growth to exceed income growth. Although gross fixed capital 

formation increased by a robust 1.5% on the quarter investment growth is likely to slow in 

coming quarters due to increased fiscal consolidation and uncertainty over the EU 

referendum. GDP growth is expected to slow to around 2-2.2% in 2015 and 2016.  

 

FAR EAST AND EMERGING MARKETS  



 

 

 South Korea’s industrial production contracted in April by a larger than expected -2.7% 

year-on-year worse than the -0.5% consensus forecast. On a month-on-month basis 

industrial production shrank for a second straight month, by -1.2% following the -0.3% 

decline in March. The decline is attributed to the high base last year and high inventory 

levels which are detracting from current production. The inventory/shipments ratio is at its 

highest since December 2008 suggesting additional pressure on production in the months 

ahead. However, services output is on a rising trend increasing in April by 4.1% on the year 

up from 3.3% in March attributed to an improvement in consumer sentiment. Overall, a 

better services sector performance and a pick-up in export markets should lead to a slight 

recovery in GDP growth momentum during the remainder of the year.  

 India’s GDP grew in the first quarter (Q1) by 7.5% year-on-year markedly higher than the 

downwardly revised 6.6% in Q4 last year and well above the 7.0% consensus forecast. 

Growth was broad-based across services and manufacturing sectors although agriculture 

was affected by adverse weather conditions. GDP growth is likely to gain further 

momentum in the months ahead as government spending and investment spending 

continues to pick-up. GDP is expected to post growth of around 7.8% in the 2015-2016 

Financial Year. Notwithstanding the improving growth outlook the Reserve Bank of India 

(RBI) is poised to continue with its monetary easing cycle, expected to cut the benchmark 

interest rate by a further 25 basis points to 7.25% at the upcoming policy setting meeting. 

Rate cuts are being facilitated by benign inflation data.  

 The Bank of Thailand’s (BOT) April economic report indicates a loss in economic momentum 

which is likely to prompt a lowering in its GDP growth forecast for 2015. Domestic demand 

remained weak with private consumption falling -1.3% month-on-month and -0.2% on the 

year in spite of non-resident spending rising 30.8% on the year in response to strong tourism 

growth. Investment spending also declined by -0.3% on the month cutting its year-on-year 

growth to just 0.9%. Manufacturing production continued to decline, by -2.0% on the month 

after contracting -6.0% in March. Capacity utilization fell to 58.2% the lowest since the 

floods in 2011. Although hopes for an economic rebound hinge on increased fiscal spending 

the BOT report refers to the “inefficiencies of public agencies”.  

 

KEY MARKET INDICATORS (YEAR TO DATE % ) 

JSE All Share  + 5.02 

JSE Fini 15  + 6.05 

JSE Indi 25  + 6.18 



 

 

JSE Resi 20  - 0.03 

R/$   - 5.60 

R/€   + 5.21 

R/£   - 3.39 

S&P 500  + 3.01 

Nikkei   + 17.84 

Hang Seng  + 16.18 

FTSE 100  + 7.23 

DAX   + 19.09 

CAC 40   + 20.25 

MSCI Emerging  + 5.01 

MSCI World  + 4.07 

Gold   + 0.62 

Brent Crude  + 14.16 

 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

 

 The rand remains below successive support levels suggesting a continuation in the rand’s 

depreciation. A break above the key “Fibonacci” level of R/$12.15 would open up a further 

depreciation in the rand to the R/$13.00 level.  

 

 The US dollar index is testing a major 30-year resistance line, which if broken will pave the 

way for further strong gains in the currency.  

 

 The long-term JPMorgan global bond index bull trend remains intact, with the yield 

targeting a new low during the fifth and final wave.  

 



 

 

 The US 10-year Treasury yield has broken below key resistance levels of 2.40% and 2.0% 

indicating a trading range of 1.70-2.2% over the medium-term. There is unlikely to be a 

major bear trend in US bonds as the deleveraging phase is still in its early stages. 

 

 The benchmark R186 SA Gilt yield is testing support at 8.15% and needs to break below 

resistance at 7.90% in order to resume its bull trend.  

 

 The MSCI World Equity index is in the 5th and final wave of a rising-wedge formation. A 

rising-wedge formation is a typical trend-ending signal. European equities are set to 

outperform US markets. The Nikkei exhibits the most bullish pattern.   

 

 Since the 1950s the Dow Jones and S&P 500 have displayed 7-year up-cycles and the top of 

the current US equity cycle can be expected in the next year. The next major wave down 

will complete the 16-17 year secular bear market that started in 2000. The secular bottom 

should occur around June 2016.  

 

 In the meantime the S&P 500 is displaying a bullish short-term pattern. The index is moving 

into an advanced triangle pattern which normally signals the continuation of an upward 

trend. This view is corroborated by the “downward flag” of the Dow Jones index, which is 

also associated with an upward break-out.  

 

 Although enjoying a temporary respite Brent crude’s previous break below key support 

levels at $60 and $50 suggesting a continuation of the weakening long-term trend. Copper is 

regarded a reliable lead indicator for industrial commodity prices and barometer of global 

economic growth. It has broken below the 2011 low of $6,500 suggesting a further downside 

move to $5,500.   

 

 Despite recent advances Gold is in a protracted bear market signalled by rapid declines 

through successive support levels at $1400, $1300 and $1250. Gold’s next target is $1100 

and is likely to breach $1000 before the bear market ends.   

 

 The All Share index has broken to new highs exceeding the 55,000 level for the first time 

indicating a continuation of the long-term upward trend.  

 

BOTTOM LINE 

 One of the most important influences on SA’s financial markets this year will be the 

reaction of US equity markets to the expected hike in US interest rates…. When the US 

sneezes the rest of the world catches a cold. The Federal Reserve is widely expected to 



 

 

hike its benchmark Fed Funds interest rate sometime in the second half of the year, with 

the impact reverberating throughout global financial markets. Investors in SA will be 

keeping a close eye on the Fed. Describing the contraction in US GDP in the first quarter as 

“transitory” Fed Chair Janet Yellen is clearly preparing financial markets for a rate hike, 

expected according to consensus forecast in either September or December.  

 

 Although the commencement of the Fed’s interest rate tightening cycle is bound to prompt 

a correction in US and global stocks, the correction is likely to be sufficiently mild for long-

term investors not be deterred. Long-term investors should remain invested rather than 

trying to time the market. Previous Fed tightening cycles in 1994 and 2004 which coincided 

with similar improving economic outlooks as today, were accompanied by equity market 

corrections of less than -10%.  

 

 Although Fed tightening cycles are associated with a de-rating in US equities (a decline in 

the price-earnings multiple) the impact on share prices will be mitigated in the current 

improving economic environment by rising company earnings. US earnings forecasts are so 

low due to the recent economic slowdown that they could likely surprise on the upside even 

with a mild improvement in GDP prospects.  

 

 Furthermore, it is highly likely that once it starts the Fed will raise interest rates very 

gradually. Inflation remains very low and there is a sizeable “output gap” between the 

economy’s full capacity and actual capacity utilisation. The Fed is likely to move as soon as 

it can but very slowly thereafter. The risk to the Fed of raising rates too slowly is far less 

than the risk of raising rates too fast. If inflation jumps the Fed has ample room to raise 

rates. However, if inflation falls further and employment growth slows the Fed will have 

little recourse other than a QE4 programme, a scenario which the Fed is keen to avoid at all 

costs. 

 

 Flat inflation gives the Fed significant room for manoeuvre and should keep a cap on bond 

yields, a winning recipe for US and global equity markets even after the initial Fed rate 

hike.   

Disclaimer 
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